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Introduction:  

Maybe you’ve just hired us. Maybe we just hired you.

Maybe you just picked this up in an alley. (Cool find.)

Regardless: Welcome to Brokaw. Would you like  

some gum?



chapter one: 
welcome  
to our humble,  
little agency.
(located at the center of the universe: 
Cleveland, Ohio)

First: what do we do?  

Okay so you know how good brands are finding it more and  

more difficult to get noticed and selected by people from amongst  

a nonstop barrage of messaging-campaigns-content-blah-blah?

Well, we help them do that. Mostly through bribery and coercion.  

Just kidding. We use advertising! (P.S. It’s not dead, despite what  

you heard from that one guy on LinkedIn.)

 



chapter two: 
what is  
advertising?

Ha ha! What garbage! Here’s why: 

1. Everything is advertising. 
 It’s an always-on, ever-expanding universe of ways to communicate 

what makes you special. It’s whatever you consider a traditional 

marketing mix. And your content marketing strategy. And your 

website. And the way your employees dress (Bohemian ninja chic?). 

And honestly, a very long, borderline unreadable list of everything  

in between.

2. Consumers are dead. 
 At least, the idea of “consumers” is dead. In this age of constant 

connectivity, advertising isn’t the one-way, brand-to-consumer, 

intrusive messaging channel it used to be. It’s the start of a 

conversation with people who will not only talk back in real time  

but make every attempt to control a brand’s conversation.

 The good news? These are still real-life people who like to be 

surprised, educated, and entertained and will reward your great, 

conversation-starting, branded content with, get this, ACTING LIKE 

A CONSUMER.

3. Advertising is not the same as selling. 
 But it does something even better: it sets the stage for selling. By 

starting an interesting conversation and fostering a lasting, mutually-

beneficial relationship between your brand and your customers. 

Advertisin
g is any 

communication in a public 

medium to promote or sell  

a product or service  

to consumers.



Did you brazenly 

invade their 

personal space 

while rattling off 

your features (fun 

shirt, decent breath) 

and benefits  

(can handmake 

jeans)? 

Did you 

simultaneously try 

to address everyone 

else in the room 

while you were 

talking? 

Did you end your 

conversation by 

shouting your 

name/logo/tagline/

website/hashtag  

at the end? 

And let’s face it: one of these parties 
DOES NOT want to be here. They 
accidentally swiped right and aren’t  
in the mood to talk, let alone, listen. 

So how do we approach this situation? Better yet: how did YOU  

attract your current partner or spouse? 

Of course not. 

Instead, you were probably charming and interesting and funny and 

asked the other person questions about themselves and were maybe 

even a bit mysterious.

That’s because, instinctually, humans know how to advertise.  

We do it every day. From what we wear and how we speak and  

why we laugh—to when we send that text, make that phone call,  

and finally consummate a relationship by sharing streaming service 

account logins (AKA pre-engagement).

With that in mind, 
let’s update that 
toilet of a definition:

Advertisin
g is any 

communication in a public 

medium to promote or sell  

a product or service  

to consumers.



chapter three:
what is great  
advertising?

Few agencies will tell you this, but the 
secret to creating great advertising is  
to make advertising that doesn’t
resemble advertising.  

Oh cool. Thanks, Brokaw. That clears things up. Just a quick Q:  

If great advertising isn’t advertising, then what the paradox is it? 

Useful:  It empowers people to take action with 

compelling information that will benefit their lives and 

the lives of the people they care about. So, give them 

news they can use.

Novel:  It gives people something they haven’t seen 

before. Something they can participate in. Appreciate. 

Like. Share. Create a couples social media account 

with. You get it.

1. 

2. 

Great advertising is:



And finally, Great Advertising is… 
okay, hold on. 

Entertaining:  It makes people feel something in 

their feelings place. Give them something compelling 

to laugh at. Or cry over. Or think about long after your 

brand has graced their neurons. 

Honest:  It tells people the truth—the real-life human 

truth. About your brand. About your product. About 

their lives and how your brand fits in. Nothing breaks 

trust like hardcore fibbing.  

Strategic:  It does all of the aforementioned, while 

simultaneously solving a business problem with an 

airtight strategy that will most effectively produce 

bananas-crazy measurable results. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

We should take a quick breather here. Maybe grab a 

cold lemonade. Do a quick breathing exercise. Hot yoga, 

if necessary. Because what follows is maybe the most 

important thing in this entire spiel. It sort of wraps everything 

up. Like a tasty advertising burrito (easy on the cilantro). 

So read this next part carefully. 

(Hey Steve, can we bump the type size up to like, 36-point 

Helvetica? Oh, yeah. That looks choice.)



-Beyoncé Einstein (probably)

 “Great advertising  
makes the quantum leap 
from intrusion to  
reward. From blind date  
to head-over-heels.”

Cool. Great. Anybody want to grab a burrito? 



chapter four: 
the birth of  
brokaw.

Bill Brokaw founded our agency on 
April Fools’ day 1992. That should tell 
you something. 

And so should his three business goals: to do great work, make 

money, and have fun. As Bill’s fond of saying, “Two out of three  

ain’t bad.”

Today, Bill’s sons Gregg and Tim (see file photo at left) are boldly 

guiding this next generation agency of brilliant misfits and continually 

expanding our agency’s strategic-creative-media-digital (streamigital?) 

powers to conquer the rapidly changing, tricked-out media universe. 

Bill Brokaw, Founder.

Julie Brokaw  
(photographer), VP.

Gregg Brokaw 
(Pictured above as 
Chewbacca), 
Managing Partner.

Tim Brokaw 
(The Storm Trooper), 
Managing Partner.

Seriously.

Bill Brokaw, Founder.

Gregg Brokaw 
(Chewbacca), 
Co-owner.

Tim Brokaw 
(Stormtrooper), 
Co-owner.

Seriously.



chapter five:
our values.

We value talented people who  
happen to be nice.  
 

Gosh, this section is pretty short. You could probably  

even memorize it if you wanted to. Not that we’re telling  

you what to do. That for sure wouldn’t jibe with the  

aforementioned niceness. 



chapter six: 
man’s got  
to know  
his limitations. what we’re good at:

what we’re not good at:

1. Pie eating contests (don’t ask)

2. All things blah

3. Racquetball

1. All things “streamigital” (strategic-creative-media-digital)

2. Solving business challenges with fresh, un-blah,  

361.54 degree thinking

3. Bubble Boy Hockey



Meet Favorite Brother. Our very own 
world-class motion content studio. 

Favorite Brother does all kinds of cool stuff. From live shooting to 

illustration to editing to sound design to you know what? It’d be much 

better to just SEE what FavBro does at favoritebrother.com. 

While you bring that up on your preferred Interweb device, here’s…

How to explain Favorite Brother to your Boss:

“They produce dynamic video content without the mandatory two-week 

LA production, Hollywood shoot budget, and traffic snarls on the 10.”

How to explain Favorite Brother to your Mom:

“They make stuff like words, pictures, and ideas move around a bunch. 

No, like on screens. Right, like on your phone. What? No, I don’t know 

why every time you take a picture on your phone it’s a 12-picture burst. 

Just go to Settings…no that’s Safari. Can we do this later?” 

chapter seven:
our sister (brother) 
company.



chapter eight:
ruling.

Since the beginning of time (1992)  
people have asked us: why do you  
rule so hard?  

Easy as pie. Just:

Do great work. Stay late. Get up early. Ask others

for help. Whenever and whatever it takes to get the

work done and to make it great. 

Learn from your mistakes. Only by screwing up

can we hope to improve. So, go ahead, botch things

up early and often. Just file each blunder in your

memory bank so it doesn’t happen again. Oh, and

never consider skydiving.

1. 

2. 



Don’t wait for the green light. Nothing creates 

delays or kills inspiration like asking for permission. 

Instead, take the lead. Make bold decisions. Take 

multiple risks before anyone can put the kybosh on 

your creativity.  

Do what you said you’d do. Teamwork requires 

trust, and trust means keeping your word. Like when 

Luke Skywalker told the Rebel Alliance he’d blow up 

the Death Star. Perfect example.  

Find the positive. By all means, speak up if 

something isn’t working for you. But also take time 

to notice what you DO LIKE. What IS working. For all 

else, offer solutions to the problems you see.  

Don’t bitch, pitch. 

Use email as a last resort. Email is great for

spreading information, following up, scheduling,etc.

But equally terrible as a replacement for actual

conversation. Use it sparingly. 

Have fun. Research shows that having fun while

working makes good work great. So go ahead, play

Bubble Boy Hockey. Start a puzzle club. Play your

acid jazz trip-hop. Celebrate Tuxedo Tuesday.

Whatever makes you go.  

Celebrate wins big and small. Everyone has a

hand in making great work. So, let’s acknowledge

and appreciate each other. Preferably in a large 

Victory Friday®™ group setting where we can

also eat donuts.

3. 6. 

4. 
7. 

5. 8. 



chapter nine:
cleveland (mostly) 
rocks. Fact is, you have to be resilient to live 

here and have a good sense of humor  
to thrive here. 

And that’s not just because of bone-chilling temperatures, 

tired River Fire jokes, and 98% of the last 80-some years of 

Cleveland sports. Which begs the question: wait, why would 

Brokaw make their home in Cleveland? 

Because Cleveland is anything but boring. And it’s a brilliant 

underdog story. Believe it or not, Cleveland’s national 

reputation—and local self-esteem—are on the rise. Heck,  

a good 32% of our retail economy is Cleveland pride-themed 

t-shirt sales.

The other 68%? Working guitars into logos. 



Conclusion: How to Brokaw.

As you’ve probably noticed, “How to Brokaw” isn’t just about working 

here. Or advertising. Or mad streamigital skillz. It’s about sharing and 

growing and achieving and improving and creating the circumstances 

to help you make great work. 

What’s that? Oh yeah, sure, it’s also about that gum we offered you 

in the introduction. You remember that, huh? Weirdo. Well, go ahead 

and help yourself. It’s pretty good gum.



brokaw.com

1213 West 6th Street  Cleveland, Ohio 44113

T  216 241 8003   F  216 241 8033 

twitter.com/BrokawInc

facebook.com/BrokawInc

instagram.com/BrokawInc

snapchat—BrokawInc
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